
Fun Day 2021

Materials

Helmet Game

Felt Sling Patch **

Leather-like Straps  (can also
use jute strings) **

Glue  Dots **

Soft Clay Ball (can also use Play-doh
or large marshmellow) **

** Sling game items provided with registration

Optional: pencil, crayons, paper plate
or sheet of paper



Sling Pattern & Instructions

To make your own sling, you will need to purchase a sheet of
felt. Using the copied pattern for the sling, cut out the copy
and trace around it on a file folder or cardstock to make a
stiff pattern. Then, place the pattern on the piece of felt.
Using a small black marker, trace around the pattern. Cut out
the felt piece.
For the straps, you may use leather-like straps (in the jewelry
department at Michael’s), jute or string. Cut two straps 18” or
18 ½” long. You will need two glue dots at least ½” in size (I
used the candlewick ovals for this so I could cut them apart
for each bag.) 
You will need clay for the “stone.” A small bar of clay from
the craft store will work fine. The attached sheet tells how to
make and use the sling.



Fun Day 2021

Instructions (1)

Helmet Game

Peel back one plastic sheet of the glue dot and place the
sticky side down on the middle of the narrow end of the felt
patch. Press firmly on the glue dot. Then, pull off the other
plastic sheet covering the dot.   Take the end of the strap and
make a small loop. Press the loop firmly down on the glue
dot. Repeat this process for the other strap. Knead the small
clay ball (stone) in your hand until it is smooth.

How to hold the sling: If you are right-handed, do the
following: Fold the felt sling patch in half, in your hand.Place
the clay ball in the fold of the sling. Hold the ball in place by
gently grasping the sling with your left hand. Let the straps
hang down. With your right hand, wrap one strap around
your finger, while leaving the other strap free to dangle
downward. Make sure the straps are pulled taut. Also, grasp
the other free dangling strap between your right thumb and
index finger. (Reverse listed directions, if you are left-
handed.)
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Instructions (2)

Helmet Game

To send the soft clay ball flying: Make sure that you sling
the clay ball in an empty hallway, outside, or wherever there
are not things to break or people to hurt!  The soft clay ball
shouldn’t hurt., but as time goes by, the ball hardens. You
may try to soften it with a little water, or use a marshmallow
instead. It takes a little practice to be able to sling the ball
straight, so don’t give up easily. 
Grasping the sling with the ball in your left hand, and the
straps in your right hand, quickly let go of the sling and
swing it up and backwards and around beside you in a circle,
two or four times before letting go of the loose strap as you
swing around to the bottom of the circle, letting the ball fly
freely as you are swinging forward. 

Take pictures and post on Facebook with #FunDay21
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Instructions (3)

Helmet Game

Optional: Draw the face of Goliath on a paper plate or piece
of paper and hang or tape it up on a wall. See if you can be
as true to the mark as David was when he went to take down
Goliath. Remember, that by believing that Jesus saves you
and by filling your mind with the promises of God’s Word, the
Bible, you are protecting yourself with the helmet of
salvation, and God will give you victory against the enemy of
your soul!

Take pictures and post on Facebook with
#FunDay21


